Automatic On-line Generation of Student’s Exercises in Teaching Programming
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Abstract. Teaching programming faces some general teaching problems, but also confronts some specific problems such as understanding of programming concepts as well as algorithms for solving programming tasks. Our teaching experience with students at university beginner’s level has shown that students often try to avoid understanding programming concepts by some “shortcuts”, like learning program code by rote, copying programs from colleagues etc. In this paper we introduce automatic on-line generation of programming exercises with code examples for students. This enables high level personalization of student’s programming tasks and makes avoiding of understanding concepts more difficult. Along with introduction of the on-line solution, some open questions about correctness of exercises, controlling the solutions and the whole teaching process are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

Computer science students are faced to a task that is often very challenging – a task of learning programming. The main reasons for this are usually referred to be their lack of mathematical and informatics knowledge, undeveloped skills of abstract thinking and logical reasoning, lack of motivation and fear of programming [5][9][20]. In addition, a large number of students practice to learn programming through reading books or listening lectures passively. This results in learning to program by heart, without any understanding, which is opposite to a generally known theory that programming is a skill that can only be learned with a lot of active work.

In recent years intensive work has been done on developing specialized educational software to help students to understand the basic programming concepts and to develop problem solving skills. Mentioned software is usually installed in the classroom laboratory and used as a supplement to teaching process, but a time spent in active learning of a programming during the lectures or laboratory classes is not enough for the students to adopt all necessary knowledge and skills they need in order to solve more complex tasks. Therefore, the practice of introducing homework tasks in the form of small programming assignments that students should address and solve at home is becoming more usual. In that way, teachers get feedback and can more precisely aim their remaining lectures. In addition, for each exercise, teachers usually send feedback so each student could get a picture of a progress and learn from own mistakes.

The mentioned process of teaching programming demands much more effort from both sides and eventually becomes a challenging task for teachers too. At our faculty, courses related to teaching programming enroll more than 200 students a year. Since it is such a large number of students assigned to a relatively small number of teachers, they are faced to problem that they do not have enough time available to dedicate to each student, especially not in a described individualized approach. Finally, many other problems arise, from which the
most common are cheating and plagiarism, while teachers cannot be sure that the submitted solutions are not copied and are genuine work by each student. These problems are even more expressed if all students are given unified programming problems.

Although there are specialized tools that deal with issues of plagiarism [14] and the automatic assessment systems (AA) [6], we tried to move forward and this paper presents an idea of generative approach in solving these problems. We introduce the system of personalized automatic generation of programming tasks that are created according to specific template but unique for each student. This approach, applied during the teaching process, dramatically reduces the likelihood of solutions being copied or downloaded from the Internet, and subsequently results in more active involvement from each student in order to create unique and own solution. The final result is more applicable knowledge in programming.

2 Related work

Today there are many tools used in the process of teaching programming, ranging from simple tools used only at universities and faculties at which they were developed to the commercial projects that are used in a number of institutions around the world. The above mentioned tools can be divided into two main categories: automatic assessment systems and online compilers. Best known representatives of each mentioned group will be presented in this chapter and their purpose and general functionalities will be briefly explained.

2.1 Automatic assessment systems

The field of automatic evaluation is huge and there are several different categorizations of existing systems. Carter et al. [6] divided the exercises into five basic categories: multiple choice questions, programming assignments, visual answers, text answers and peer assessment. However, it should be noted that the text answers are considered to be part of wider area of automatic evaluation of natural language, while the peer assessment is a part of computer-aided, not automated, assessment. Therefore, both categories are out of scope of this paper and will not be discussed in more detail.

Multiple choice questions are the simplest form of AA in which the assessment procedure is frequently embedded into the questions themselves. The most common form of a multiple choice question has four or more alternatives, of which at least one is correct. However, the number of correct, semi-correct and incorrect choices can vary, depending on the teachers' choice. Typically a student is rewarded with points for the correct and semi-correct choice, while an incorrect answer gives either zero or a negative number of points. The assessment procedure of multiple choice questions is very easy. It compares the student's answer to the correct one and according to the grading formula gives points. The simplicity of multiple choice questions has made them a very popular feature in learning management systems, such as Moodle and WebCT. However, in teaching programming, multiple choice questions can be useful only for the adoption of basic theoretical, but not for gaining practical skills in solving programming assignments.

The automatic assessment of programming assignments is the most usual example of AA in the field of computer science. This category includes all systems that automatically assess some or all aspects of computer programs. The earliest assessment systems, often referred as grading programs [8][17], were based on very simple output matching method: the output created by a teacher model program was compared to the output of the student program. Today, assessment systems such as ASSYST [12] have ability to evaluate student submissions in five different areas: complexity, correctness, efficiency, style, and test data adequacy. A more sophisticated method for program assessment allows analysis of the internal structure of the student's submissions. The early work in this area was focused on estimating the execution time of each program block [21]. More recent examples include the use of abstract syntax trees in order to determine whether a submission contains the required programming constructs [22]. In addition, there are systems such as Ceilidh [3] (later CourseMaster [10]) that allow several different types of assessment: complexity analysis, dynamic correctness, dynamic efficiency, structural weakness and typographical analysis. The last aspect of the computer program that can be analyzed refers to the style of programming which students use while solving
3 Architecture of on-line generator

The on-line generator of student’s exercises is based on a Generator Scripting Model (GSM), introduced in 2005 by Radošević [18], and further described by Radošević et al. in 2009 [19]. The implemented generation system is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, students enter their registry data (ID number, surname and name) via web interface. The generating system uses the ID number in generation of program specification.

Program specification is in a form of Python list and consists of attribute-value pairs, describing properties of program example (together with student’s exercise) to be generated. Our approach was to use entry Python lists with possible properties to be chosen, the process of choosing options based on
student’s ID number, and building of specification list. The entry Python lists could look as follows (Figure 2).

![Figure 1: Generation system of student's exercises](image)

Figure 1: Generation system of student's exercises

Options are chosen using student's ID (by usage of modulo operation), which results in Python specification list (Figure 3).

```
{"OUTPU":0, "output":0, "output:exercise.cpp", "filename:file6.dat", 
   "field_int:primary_key", 
   "field_int:second", "field_int:third", "field_int:float", "field_char:five", 
   ...
}
```

Figure 3: Python specification list

The structure of program specification could be shown by using of Specification diagram (from Generator scripting model, as described by Radošević et al. [19]), Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Specification diagram of student's exercise generator](image)

Figure 4: Specification diagram of student's exercise generator

(e.g. field_ means group of attributes that contain field_ in name), as described by Radošević et al. [19]. The attribute OUTPUT is predefined and is used for defining output types (e.g. type of output files to be generated).

4 Example of generation

Except the program specification, the implemented generating system uses sets of program code templates in target programming language (usually C++) which include question for students, in a form of results. There are a main program code template (Figure 5.) and lower-level templates.

The code template contains replacing marks in '##' signs (e.g. #field_declarations#) that are replaced by specification values (and/or lower-level templates) during the process of code generation. Student's exercises are incorporated in the same file with the program code template. The process of generation is defined by generator configuration. The configuration defines what to do with the replacing marks in program code template (Figure 6).

Generator configuration defines file containing main code template (here 'main.template') and the process to be done with the replacing marks:

- direct replacements of replacement mark with the specification attribute value (2 member groups, e.g. #length##, length)
- replacement with usage of lower-level template (3 member groups, e.g. #forming_record_int##, field_int, field_record_int.template).
There are also some special possibilities like specifying attribute groups by asterisk (e.g. #write_record_fields#, field_*), and template names according to attribute names (e.g. #test_data#, field_*_, test_data_*_.template).

4.1 Generated program with student's example

Generated program consists from several parts:

- identification part (student's ID, surname and name; in a form of comments),
- program code in C++ that includes function which generates file with test data to be entered and
- student exercises (in a form of comments).

The whole student session with generation system is shown by Use-case diagram in Figure 7.

---

**Figure 5:** Example of main program code template

```c++
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include "record.h"

int main() {
    std::cout << "Welcome to the program!"
    exec_write_file("test_data.txt", 1);
    return 0;
}
```

**Figure 6:** Generator configuration

There are also some special possibilities like specifying attribute groups by asterisk (e.g. #write_record_fields#, field_*).

---

**Figure 7:** Use-case diagram of the generation system

Student enters his/her identification data (student's ID, surname and name) into the online generation system, which generates program code, together with exercises. Student downloads the code and compiles it on a local computer or by using online compiler. The program generates file with test data. Student does the exercises using test data and makes the resulting document which contains
required answers. In the current solution the document should be manually uploaded on the Learning management system (LMS), and graded by the teacher.

5 Discussion and future work

The offered solution in a form of generating system has the main goal to personalize the student’s programming exercises, primarily their homework. That should aggravate copying solutions among students. The generation system is easy to use for the students because they just need to enter their identification data to receive their program codes with exercises. Also, they need to upload their solutions to the LMS system (usually Moodle) which is their usual way to submit their homeworks and other exercises.

Requirements for the teachers are relatively high at the moment, because each exercise requires its particular set of program code templates, which could be partly inherited from previous exercises, and requires a generator configuration which can also partly be inherited from previous exercises. So, some skills of teacher in template meta-programming would be welcome.

Another problem is grading of such personalized programming exercises, which could take some time from the teachers. It could be solved by generating the two polymorphic variants of programming code: one for student and another one for teacher, which includes the print of required solution. That could be automated by on-line compiling of program with the output in form of dynamic generated web page. So, the system which is planned for our future work should introduce that possibility for teachers in order to enable easier grading.

Also, the concept of generating student’s exercises could be used in personalization of written exercises, which is also planned to be investigated in our future work.

6 Conclusion

Understanding of programming concepts and algorithms for solving programming tasks are the key points in achievement of programming skills for student. But, students often try to avoid understanding programming concepts by some "short-cuts", like learning program code by rote, copying programs from colleagues etc. Personalization of student’s programming exercises should aggravate copying solutions among students who try to avoid understanding of programming concepts. Automatic on-line generating of student’s programming exercises offers a solution, where exercises are tied to student’s ID-s. The solution is easy to be used by students, but in current implementation phase has some additional requirements for the teachers. At first, the offered approach requires more teachers’ work in preparation of exercises and some skills in template meta-programming. Grading of student’s exercises could also take some additional time from the teachers, but that could be solved by some improvements of the generating system, which are planned for our future work.
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